How to Resist the Trump Regime,

There are absolutely no doubts or reservations that the African American and Latino, and people of color communities across America will be impacted in the most negative manners possible by the Trump Regime. It’s not rocket science and the “Executive Orders” that Dump Trump has already signed into LAW (Legal Amenities for Whites) speaks volumes, not to mention “The Cabinet” he’s assembled (see www.kpfa.org/Behind the News - Ava Chomsky, Feb 2, 2017). His campaign statement “Take America Back” (wards) and “Law and Order” (New World Order) are exactly what a fascist ideology represents. Expect the prison population to explode, longer sentences, fewer paroles and no clemencies (none) unless given to a privileged family such as the Duponts, etc. These “standards” will also apply to poor whites and anyone not in the seven figure tax bracket. You’ll find another “Ten Point Program” listed below, as always, in order to be “effective” – follow through is the key to success.

1. Completely eliminate the use or application of the word/title “President” when referring to Trump in any publications, radio or T.V. presentations.
2. Constantly remind the public (interviews, publications, radio, T.V., internet, etc) that Dump Trump was “selected” by the “Electoral College” (which was created by slave owners to ensure votes); not by the popular /peoples’ vote (Clinton – 65,844,610 votes; Trump – 62,979,636 votes). It should be noted too that trump was “inaugurated” – not inaugurated. 
3. Completely eliminate the use of the newly created and deceptive Republican “polite” term “alternative facts” from conversations and all grassroots publications, radio, internet, interviews, etc. – A lie is a lie!
5. Send above “exposure” websites (by email) to local corporate T.V. stations (ABE, CBS, NBC, Fox, CNN) with a suggestion that the stations “find” a 30 second time slot to inform the public of these vital information URLs. Post your emails on your Facebook, Instagram, etc. pages to ensure that stations respond to suggestions.
6. Prisoners should encourage family members, friends and associates to listen/watch democracynow.org and/or “Russian T.V.” (rt.com) daily! for real news.
7. Obtain and publish (internet, etc) the home addresses, phone numbers and employment locations of white supremacy/provocateurs/flunkies (Milo)and their relatives, as they’ll appreciate the needed attention.
8. Prisoners are encouraged to boycott all “S.P.O. s” (Special Purchase Orders for radios, T.V.s, C.D.s, clothing, etc) and quarterly packages from all approved vendors for a “90 Day” time period (select date as with 2013 hunger strike).
9. Encourage family members, friends, associates, organizations to divest/transfer savings and checking accounts from corporate banks (Wells Fargo, Bank of America, J.P. Morgan Chase, etc) into private banks (i.e. www.newresourcebank.com and similar institutions) and/or credit unions.
10. Establish and maintain a “Ms. American” (.org) newlywed fund, which would facilitate immigrants/refugees into becoming legal U.S. citizens by marriage (there are approximately two (2) million single prisoners in America’s jails and institutions).

Straight Ahead in Struggle,

James P (Funk) Anderson
Recommended Reading/listening:

**James Kilgore**: (Truthout.org; Dec. 26, 2016)  

**Michael Eric Dyson**: “Tears We Can Not Stop – A Sermon To White America”

**Greg Howard** (Article) “There Are No Innocent Black People”

**Peggy McIntyre**: “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Backpack” ([www.uakron.edu/dotasset/1662103.pdf](http://www.uakron.edu/dotasset/1662103.pdf))

**Mark Crispin Miller**: “Fooled Again” (How the Right Stole the 2004 Election)

**Jeremy Scahill**: “Anti-Inauguration Trump Speech”

**Eve Ensler**: March 8, 2017; democracynow.org

**Chris Hedges**: March 4, 2017 Toronto, Canada speech